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Abstract. In this article, a stochastic model for prediction of microgrid photovoltaic power generation, using statistical and 
stochastic methods is presented. The study is performed in the following steps: Processing of a large database of historical 
data (Data Mining); Construction of a stochastic forecasting model; Reporting a symmetric mean absolute percentage error 
in forecasting. 

INTRODUCTION 

Forecasting tasks are solved in a variety of areas of human activity - science, economics, manufacturing and many 
others. Forecasting is an essential element of the organization of the management of both the individual business entity 
and the economy as a whole. 

 
The forecasting task is considered to be one of the most complex tasks in the field of Data Mining. It requires 

careful analysis of large volumes of data, as well as taking into account the influence of many related and dynamic 
factors on the parameters of the forecast model. Forecasting is aimed at determining the trends of the dynamics of a 
particular object or event based on retrospective data. In some cases, problems in which there is no dynamics of 
observations over time are presented as forecasting tasks, and an adequate description of the relationship between the 
values of dependent parameters and the influencing values of independent quantities (factors, predictors) is sought. 

 
The methods for solving the forecasting task are based exclusively on the statistical approach. In all cases, as a 

solution to the problem, a substantiated statistical assessment of the estimated value is sought, combined with the 
construction of its confidence area (that area in which the probability of the assessment is high enough). Popular 
methods for solving the problem are the following: 

 
 Regression analysis, usually linear - its use is applied to find a statistical quantitative relationship between 

the values of the predicted quantity and the predictors (respectively time). Despite its widespread application, 
the use of this approach is inexpedient for forecasting, as extrapolating the forecast values outside the 
observed time interval leads to a rapid accumulation of error. 

 Time series - statistical methods specially designed to study trends in series of observed values. Widely used 
methods with the ability to report trends, periodic and seasonal fluctuations, etc. 

 Neural networks - have the same qualities as the methods of the time series with the ability to adapt to changes 
in the characteristics of the series of observations. 
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The authors in [1] compare the diurnal forecast characteristics for energy production, obtained by using two 
methods, which are most often used to predict the generated power of photovoltaic systems. Both methods are based 
on artificial neural networks (ANNs), which are trained using the same data set. Such a statement makes it possible to 
make the necessary homogeneous comparison, for which there is currently no published data in the available literature. 
For the purposes of the study, the data set consists of an hourly series of climatic and PV parameters of the system, 
which cover a time period of one year. This period is grouped to distinguish sunny from cloudy days, thus being 
chosen for ANN training. One forecasting method is powered only by the available data set, while the other uses a 
hybrid method that uses the daily weather forecast. As a result, the following conclusions are made: on sunny days, 
the first method shows very good and stable prognostic results, with practically constant normalized mean absolute 
error, NMAE%, in all cases (1% <NMAE% <2%); On the other hand, the hybrid method gives even better indicators 
(NMAE% <1%) for two of the days considered in this analysis, but is generally characterized by less stable indicators 
(NMAE%> 2% and up to 5.3 % for all other cases). On cloudy days, the accuracy of forecasting by both methods 
usually decreases, and the accuracy is quite stable for the method that does not use weather forecasts. On the other 
hand, the accuracy of the hybrid method varies considerably for the days considered for the analysis. 

In [3], a model for predicting the yield of a photovoltaic generator (PV) using multiple repetitive networks (GRUs) 
is proposed, which are known to effectively improve the prediction accuracy on the one hand, and also significantly 
they also reduce training time compared to a typical GRU network. In addition, other popular machine learning 
algorithms have often been used for the purpose of predicting stochastic quantities, namely artificial retrieval neural 
network (ANN), vector regression (SVR) support, and K. Nearest neighbors (KNN) are implemented for comparison 
with the proposed model. The accuracy of each model was assessed by Normalized Root Mean Squared Error 
(NRMSE). For the proposed GRU model, submission of ANN, SVR and KNN there are NRMSE results are obtained 
respectively: 9.64%, 10.53%, 11.62%, 11.45% and 11.89%. 

The authors in [7] used a model to predict the yield of a photovoltaic system using a periodic neural network 
(RNN) in a cascade model combined with hierarchical clustering. Thus, the overall accuracy of PV energy yield 
forecasting is considered to be improved. The proposed model is compared with other similar neural network training 
algorithms, namely: Sending an artificial neural network (FFNN), GRU supporting vector regression (SVR) and K 
Nearest Neighbors (KNN) using cluster data from K -Means Clustering and Hierarchical Clustering, which have the 
lowest average NRMSE of 8.88%, due to the use of hierarchical clustered data. According to the presented results, it 
is concluded that the Hierarchical clustering is more suitable for the needs of preparation of PV yield forecast than K-
means clustering. 

Manuscript [4] presents a prediction of the output power of a photovoltaic system for an hour ahead, using a 
combination of wave conversion techniques (WT) and artificial intelligence (AI). This is achieved by taking into 
account the interactions of the photovoltaic system with data from solar radiation and temperature. In the proposed 
method, WT is used to exclude unscrupulous photovoltaic data from time series, as the AI techniques used capture 
the nonlinear fluctuation of PV yield in a better way. 

In [8], for the purposes of forecasting, an experimental database of the instantaneous values of the output energy 
of the photovoltaic generator, solar radiation, air temperature and the temperature of a single photovoltaic module is 
used. The manuscript uses data from the office of a building electrified with green energy in Malaysia, the Taichung 
TPP in Taiwong and the National University of Pengu. Based on the historical data on the power obtained from PV 
and the time set in the described numerical experiment, all the factors influencing the photovoltaic energy yield are 
considered. In addition, five types of forecasting models have been developed and applied, the main task being to 
predict the output energy produced by PV for one hour ahead. The models include ARIMA, SVM, ANN, ANFIS, as 
well as combined models using the GA algorithm. The results of the forecast prove the applicability of this approach, 
which is characterized by its high accuracy and efficiency. 

The purpose of the research presented in [2] is initially to make a detailed review of conventional and modern 
techniques for predicting the yield of photovoltaic generator (PV) and then on this basis to highlight the predominant 
factors that affect the generation of photovoltaic energy. This document also examines the principle of operation and 
applicability of different methods for forecasting the energy yield from PV. To confirm the results, the main factors 
influencing energy generation are assessed using data from real objects. 

In [5] a mathematical multilinear regression model of a power electronic device in a photovoltaic power plant is 
shown. The model is based on the efficiency of the electronic energy converter and for modeling purposes uses the 
input DC voltage and the input DC power of the PV inverter as two independent variables that can be determined by 
the parameters of the solar installation and the ambient temperature. The developed model is implemented in MatLab 
environment. The analysis of the accuracy of the model and its adequacy are performed on the basis of comparison 
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with real data from a photovoltaic system. The results are shown a combination of high computational efficiency and 
good accuracy. In addition, the approach used provides good prospects for further improvement and development. 

The authors in [6] have performed a comprehensive and in-depth review of the methods used to directly predict 
the production of photovoltaic energy. The significance of the correlation between the input-output data and the pre-
processing of the input data required for the use of the model is considered. The review covers the analysis and 
comparison of the efficiency of several models for predicting the power generated by PV. Particularly useful for 
researchers is the critical analysis of recent manuscripts on statistical methods for forecasting and the use of machine 
learning for forecasting based on historical data. Based on the analysis, the strengths and weaknesses of the various 
forecasting models, including innovative and classical ones, are examined. The potential benefits of the optimization 
of the developed model are also considered. 

In all cases, the application of forecasting models should be combined with an analysis of their accuracy and 
adequacy, which is done by statistical means. It should be noted some similarity between the classification tasks and 
those for forecasting, as in both cases the aim is to predict the probable state (respectively class affiliation) of the 
studied object based on the values of the variables describing it. Properly conducted research and adequately composed 
forecasting model can be extremely useful in many practical activities of life. 

In this article, a stochastic model for prediction of microgrid photovoltaic power generation is presented, using 
statistical and stochastic methods. The study is performed in the following steps: 

1. Processing of a large database of historical data (Data Mining);
2. Construction of a stochastic forecasting model;
3. Reporting a symmetric mean absolute percentage error in forecasting.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY METHODOLOGY 

Processing of a Large Database of Historical Data (Data Mining) 

The database includes for the last few years for each day of each minute reported - day, hour, point, generated 
power, power consumption, etc. 

The data are processed as follows: 
1. The data records for the  generated power for the given years for each day and every minute are extracted

from the database;
2. The total generated power for each day of the given years have been found and designated as , , , where 

is the corresponding year,  is the corresponding month of the year , and  is the corresponding day of that
month;

3. The total generated power for each month of the given years are found and noted as , , where  is the
corresponding year,  is the corresponding month of the year .

Construction of a Stochastic Forecasting Model 

Let the generated power for each month of the given years be set with the following matrix: 

, ,

, ,… …
, ,

… ,

… ,… …
… ,

, 			 1  

and for each year , 1, … , : 

,

,
…
,

.						 			 2  

Weights , 1, … , , such that 
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1,				 			 3  

which characterize the stochastic nature of the data, in this case the generated power, over the years. 
Then the projected generated power for each month of the forecast year  is: 

. ,

. ,

…

. ,

.						 			 4  

Reporting a Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error in Forecasting 

To assess the quality of the forecasting model, an average absolute percentage error is introduced, which is: 

2. , ∑ . ,

, ∑ . ,
. 100.						 			 5  

NUMERICAL REALIZATION 

The numerical realization is performed using an autonomous microgrid system (figure 1), consisting of: 
 PV generator: 2,3kW; Hydro Generator: 3kW; Diesel Generator: 12kW;
 Hybrid Inverter- Charger -Transfer device: 48V DC, 230VAC, 8kVA;
 Battery storage: 43,2 kWh;
 Supplied AC load: 230V.

FIGURE 1. Scheme of the studied autonomous microgrid system 
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Input numerical data and processing 
The input data are processed according to the methodology described above and the total generated power [kW] 

for each month of the given years are found (Table 1). 

TABLE 1. Input data [kW] 
Year 

Month 
2017 2018 2019 

Jan 31438.29 33194.28 31363.11 
Feb 23161.94 32326.97 32891.81 
Mar 33655.99 27508.68 25154.47 
Apr 25112.98 31201.57 29167.51 
May 33346.76 29107.47 25135.57 
June 24731.51 30077.35 18510.85 
July 27936.58 23800.73 16028.65 
Aug 26190.65 22470.06 24345.07 
Sep 26204.67 20674.59 22834.23 
Oct 29785.00 27196.13 24978.64 
Nov 25922.28 25169.70 26658.02 
Dec 35941.20 28622.31 31068.19 

 343427.85 331349.80 308136.10 

Numerical Results 

Six cases of forecasting depending on weights are realized and the numerical results are presented in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Estimated values of generated power [kW] 
Stochastic forecast for 2019 

Weights 
Months 

.  

.  
.  
.  

.  

.  
.  
. 5 

.  

.  
.  
.  

Jan 32843.08 32755.28 32667.48 32579.68 32491.88 32316.29 
Feb 30493.96 30035.71 29577.46 29119.21 28660.96 27744.46 
Mar 28738.14 29045.51 29352.87 29660.24 29967.60 30582.34 
Apr 29983.85 29679.42 29374.99 29070.56 28766.13 28157.28 
May 29955.33 30167.29 30379.26 30591.22 30803.19 31227.12 
June 29008.18 28740.89 28473.60 28206.31 27939.01 27404.43 
July 24627.90 24834.69 25041.49 25248.28 25455.07 25868.66 
Aug 23214.18 23400.21 23586.24 23772.27 23958.30 24330.36 
Sep 21780.61 22057.11 22333.61 22610.12 22886.62 23439.63 
Oct 27713.90 27843.35 27972.79 28102.23 28231.68 28490.57 
Nov 25320.22 25357.85 25395.47 25433.10 25470.73 25545.99 
Dec 30086.09 30452.03 30817.98 31183.92 31549.87 32281.76 

 333765.44 334369.34 334973.24 335577.14 336181.04 337388.85 
Average 27813.79 27864.11 27914.44 27964.76 28015.09 28115.74 

The average absolute percentage error in the six cases is calculated and presented in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. Average absolute percentage error [%] 

Weights 0.2 
0.8 

0.25 
0.75 

0.3 
0.7 

0.35 
0.75 

0.4 
0.6 

0.5 
0.5 

	 %  7.98 8.17 8.35 8.53 8.71 9.06

The numerical results for the six cases are presented graphically in Figures 2÷7. 
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FIGURE 2. Numerical results in case 0.2; 0.8 

FIGURE 3. Numerical results in case 0.25;	 0.75 
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FIGURE 4. Numerical results in case 0.3;	 0.7 

FIGURE 5. Numerical results in case 0.35;	 0.65 
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FIGURE 6. Numerical results in case 0.4;	 0.6 

FIGURE 7. Numerical results in case 0.5;	 0.5 

For the numerical realization specialized software is used in software environments: Python, Maple, MS Excel. 
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Discussion on the Obtained Numerical Results 

From the obtained numerical results in the proposed methodology for prediction of microgrid photovoltaic power 
generation the following conclusions can be made: 

 When the weights in the model change, which characterize the stochastic nature of the forecast for the
generated power for the respective years, it is observed that with increasing weight  and decreasing weight

 the average absolute percentage error increases (Figure 8). This shows the greater influence of the
generated power in the months of the previous year forecast than the others on the accuracy of the forecasting
model.

FIGURE 8. Dependence between the changes of  and  and the value of 	 %  

 The average absolute percentage error obtained in the numerical realization of the proposed model is not so
good ( 7.98% 9.06%). This is due to the fact that the stochastic forecast of the generated power
is made only on the basis of historical data on the generated power for the specified period. In this case, the
error estimated is good. If other factors that directly affect the process of power generation are taken into
account such as intensity of solar radiation, daily duration of sunshine, ambient temperature, etc. and given
their respective values in the period considered, it is assumed that the average absolute percentage error will
be much lower than that obtained in this study. This will be considered in our further research works.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The relevance and significance of the presented research comes from the fact that in all modern activities the 
collection, storage, processing of information and extraction of useful results from its analysis is a key process. The 
presented stochastic model for prediction of microgrid photovoltaic power generation shows a possibility for 
prediction, which will be important for the specific object in terms of planning its further activities. Our future research 
will focus on forecasting capacity generation by adding additional factors that influence the process. 
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